
 

Write-up by Jerry Colman 

A great night at the MS&CC Clubhouse in Ramsey celebrating the Scottish Bard on Saturday night 
was followed by a wake-up call for your correspondent at 0730 to make it for the 10am start at 
Injebreck on Sunday morning for the last 2 races of the Bourne Plaice January series. Winning that 
bottle of Jura in the raffle and cracking it open to enjoy the toasts seemed ill-advised, which had 
not been the feeling at the time. The matrix sign on the Mountain Road showed warnings of high 
winds and the sight of whole trees in Ramsey swaying violently in the westerly gusts (up to 38 knots 
according to the forecast) did not engender much enthusiasm either.  

Arrival however promoted a more positive feeling. It was not that bad on the water so far as one 
could see and the temperature was almost 10 degrees warmer than last week when snow and a 
gusty easterly caused us to decline the challenge (or wimp out in technical sailing terms). Covers 
came off and canvas went up. After this, and before launching the patrol boat, the sailors observed 
some sharp gusts with big shifts rattling the rigging and then some blacker, quicker squalls on the 
water swerving around the marks and promising an interesting morning’s anticipation of the 
delights of immersion in the quite cool waters of the reservoir. 

Eight boats lined up for the start, which was pretty tight. Several boats were in the frame to win or 
place in the January series and the fight was on. The beat to No. 1 mark was short and sharp and 
your correspondent never completed it, falling foul of a heavy gust and a trapped mainsheet just 
after tacking for it. The Laser dinghy will generally grab at any chance to spit me out, and today was 
no exception. I then just missed the centreboard as it slipped out of reach from the upturned boat. 
Must get a better rubber jammer for it.  After a dose of most welcome assistance from the patrol 
boat  and another 2 capsizes while trying to regain control I decided my duty was to follow the race 
from the bank for all of you readers to enjoy rather than self-indulgently continue gayly rotating in 
my obviously ungrateful Laser. 

The fleet was now down to seven boats with Andrew Dean leading in the Devoti D Zero and the 
Lasers of Ralph Kee (Standard),  Mike Pridham and Matthew Perry (Radial) fairly close behind. The 
gusts were getting stronger and the acceleration capabilities of both the D Zeroes (Mike Swales in 
the other one) showed through as they surged and planed ahead of the Lasers as they took on the 
gusts. The two Tera’s (Junior’s Peter Cope and Teddy Dunn) brought up the rear on the water but 
watching them sail so well in the testing conditions was a pleasure. Surely they would get much 
closer to the front once the handicaps were taken into account. 

It soon became apparent that the first leg of the course was not the only one attracting seriously 
sharp gusts with big shifts and equally sudden calms, which is when you fall in with the sail landing 
on top of you. Visibility under the water was reported to be poor and today the water was much 
colder than the air, unlike last week. 

The secret of the race was to anticipate the wind and act accordingly, which often meant sailing flat 
out with the boat at the limit of it’s speed groove and close to disaster. No-one did this anything 
like as well as Dean who took both races with no capsizes and by good margins from Perry and 
Peter Cope who swapped the minor podium places in the two races. However this was not quite 
enough to hold off Mike Pridham who took the series from Perry and Kee. Dean’s excellent day 
brought him up to 4th overall in the series.  

Full results on the MS&CC website and on FB, hopefully with some good photos of the carnage. 
Thanks to Peter Hoosen-Owen and Chris Perry in the patrol boat and Keith Poole and Neil 
Rawlinson for overseeing all from the Bridge.  

The February Series starts next weekend. 

 


